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Title

Experiments of Electrical
and Computer Engineering
I

Course Information
Course Code 5233 Course Category Specialized / Compulsory
Class Format Experiment Credits School Credit: 2
Department Electrical and Computer Engineering Student Grade 2nd
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute materials in class

Instructor KAJIMURA Yoshihiro,SUYAMA Taikei,HOSOKAWA Atsuishi,ENOMOTO Ryuji,
Course Objectives
Evaluation point 1: Can explain how to handle the necessary instruments for learning electrical information engineering.
Evaluation point 2: Can write an experiment report.
Evaluation point 3: Can use the necessary instruments for an experiment safely, and conduct an experiment in cooperation with
team members.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Achievement 1

Can explain how to handle the
necessary instruments for
learning electrical information
engineering, and examine an
experiment.

Can explain how to handle the
necessary instruments for
learning electrical information
engineering.

Cannot explain how to handle
the necessary instruments for
learning electrical information
engineering.

Achievement 2 Can write an experiment report
with sufficient information. Can write an experiment report. Cannot write an experiment

report.

Achievement 3

Can use the necessary
instruments for an experiment
safely, and actively conduct an
experiment in cooperation with
team members.

Can use the necessary
instruments for an experiment
safely, and conduct an
experiment in cooperation with
the team members.

Cannot use the necessary
instruments for an experiment
safely, and conduct an
experiment in cooperation with
team members.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline

The aim of this course is to learn how to handle the necessary instruments for learning electrical information
engineering, and how to write reports. Several instructors will teach different experiment themes, and
students will form groups of three to five people to conduct experiments on each theme. Suyama will teach
matters related to measuring equipment, Enomoto matters related to electrical circuits, Kajimura sequencing,
and Hosokawa DC bridges.

Style
Students will form groups of three to five people to conduct experiments on each theme. The themes are
provided in Contents and Method of Course. After completing experiments on each theme, students must
write up a report on the experiment and submit it the instructor teaching that theme. They will have to revise
it until they pass. This will help students learn the basics of writing up a report.

Notice

Students will not be graded unless they have participated in all experiments. The overall evaluations will be
based on the report submission and content (80%), and attitude toward the experiments (20%). The
minimum score for a pass will be 60%. As this is an experiment course, submitting all reports is a prerequisite
for evaluations. In addition, if all reports have not been received by the due date, students will not receive a
passing grade. Students must clean the lab and put away the equipment. Precautions regarding the
experiments will be given during the first week.
Students will not be graded unless they have participated in all experiments.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Experiment guidance Understand the outline of experiments and how to
write up a report.

2nd Impedance measurement Impedance measurement experiment: create a
circuit, conduct a lab, and write up a report.

3rd Potentiometer Potentiometer experiment: create a circuit,
conduct a lab, and write up a report.

4th Report organization Can write up a report on engineering
experiments.

5th Fall-of-potential method
An experiment of the fall-of-potential method:
create a circuit, conduct a lab, and write up a
report.

6th Report organization Can write up a report on engineering
experiments.

7th Operational Amplifier
Operational Amplifier experiment: create a OP
Amp circuit, confirm the Slew Rate, and write up
a report.

8th DC bridges A DC bridge experiment: create a circuit, conduct
a lab, and write up a report.

4th
Quarter 9th Report organization Can write up a report on engineering

experiments.



10th Relay sequence control 1
Conduct a sequence control experiment using
switches, motors, and relays, and write up a
report.

11th Relay sequence control 2
Continuing from the previous week, conduct an
experiment of sequence control using switches,
motors, and relays, and write up a report.

12th Digital oscilloscope and digital multimeter
A digital oscilloscope and digital multimeter
experiment: create a circuit, conduct a lab, and
write up a report.

13th Report organization Can write up a report on engineering
experiments.

14th Assembling a computer A computer assembling experiment: create a
circuit, conduct a lab, and write up a report.

15th Summary of engineering experiments Can write up a report on engineering
experiments.

16th No final exam
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Report  Initiatives
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 80 20 0 0 0 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 80 20 0 0 0 0 100

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


